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Why Interoperability is a Game 
Changer for Video 



Everyone claims “Interoperability” 



You have to read the fine print 

 

“We have multi-platform support” 
      

 
 
 
 
  

 

“We are waiting on standardization” 
      

 
 
 
 
  

 

“We are standards based” 
      

 
 
 
 
  



in·ter·op·er·a·bil·i·ty 
  
 
“The ability of a system or a product to 
work with other systems or products 
without special effort on the part of the 
customer” 

             -- Definition.com 



Imagine If Audio Were Not Interoperable… 

 
What if in order to make a call you had to be on the same network, with the same 

phone?! 
 

“We’re sorry, your call 
cannot be completed at 
this time.” 



	  Cisco-‐
Telepresence	  

Polycom	  

Skype	  

Mobile	  

Lifesize	  

Tandberg/Cisco	  

Desktop	  clients	  

Google	  

Islands	  with	  No	  inter-‐island	  transport	  	  



Islands are nice…as long as you can get off of 
them. 
•  Vendors want you on their island. 
•  Customers don’t like to be held captive. 
•  True interoperability gets you off the island and 

connects you to the world… 

Without Interoperability There are Islands  



Sometimes It Takes An Outsider… 

“You can’t solve a problem with 

the same thinking that created it” 

…to be the change you want to see. 



Creating the Network Effect 

Billions of people addressable 
(H323 + Skype + Google + Lync + …) 



Tackling Interoperability   



It’s An Alphabet Soup of Protocols & Standards… 



Interoperability ≠ One Unified Standard 

The global phone system has not converged to one standard 
in 100+ years and yet it works. 



Interoperability = Open 

Phone calls today use many protocols 
•  Protocols: Analog, SS7, ISDN, H.323, SIP, GSM, CDMA 
•  A typical phone call between 2 phones is translated 2-5 times 

Phone calls use many different codecs 
•  Codecs: G.711a, G.711u, G.726, G.729a, G.722.1, G.722.1c 
•  Almost no phone calls occur without transcoding 

The phone system works since it is “open” 
•  All protocols/codecs are: 

•  Published as standards 
•  Licensed if proprietary 
•  Gatewayed if no license available 



Interoperability Touches Every Layer 

• User interaction with remote controls, keypads or other devices UI 

• How do you call someone? Phone numbers, email addresses? Addressing 

• Encryption and firewall traversal Security 

• Translation between audio/video codecs and resolutions Audio/Video Formats 

• Bandwidth adaptation and error concealment/resilience Media QoS 

• Transporting the media – RTP, SRTP Media Protocol 

• Call initiation and control – SIP, H.323, XMPP – many extensions Signaling Protocol 

•  Internet or MPLS? Network Connectivity 



Network Connectivity 

•  Internet or MPLS? Answer: Wrong question! 

•  Internet connectivity is a MUST HAVE for interoperability 
and ubiquitous connectivity 

•  MPLS is good for private connections 
§  Other forms of QoS possible over the Internet 

•  Internet and MPLS can co-exist 
§  Same service provider can offer both 



Signaling Protocol Interoperability 

•  Translation between signaling protocols is                               
easy  
•  If the protocols are open 

•  Many Open Standards 
•  H.323/H.320 – most popular among current H/W video systems 

•  SIP – popular in VoIP and desktop video, gaining popularity overall 

•  XMPP – used mostly in IM clients, a few desktop/mobile apps 

 
•  Proprietary protocols are fine if published or license 

•  Examples: 
•  Microsoft Lync SIP extensions and RTVideo codec 
•  Cisco TIP for Telepresence interoperability 



Media Protocol Interoperability 

Real-Time Protocol (RTP) has become a de facto standard 
§  Even proprietary video systems use RTP 

 
Secure RTP (SRTP) for encrypted secure calls 
§  SIP and XMPP signaling based systems use SRTP 
§  H.323 systems use H.235 – easily transcoded to SRTP 

 
Some RTP extensions are not universally implemented 
§  Packet loss concealment and bandwidth adaptation are harder 



Media QoS Interoperability 

This is the area with the least interoperability 
 
Vendors feel like they can differentiate by staying closed 
§  Rather than standardizing the protocol and differentiating in the 

implementation, they have all created proprietary closed protocols 
§  Error resilience techniques such as FEC, temporal scalability must be 

interoperable 
§  Bandwidth adaptation protocol must be interoperable 

 
Media QoS can not be solved by pure network provisioning 
§  Most QoS/congestion issues are in the last mile which is not easy to 

control always 

Blue Jeans has implemented various Media QoS techniques when possible, 
But also has globally distributed servers with service provider 

peering/transit relationships to minimize QoS issues  



Audio/Video Format Interoperability 

Many audio and video formats – good news, most are open 
§  H.264, H.264/SVC, H.263, H.261, VP8, RTVideo 
§  G.711a/u, G.729a, G.722.x, AAC, SILK, iSAC, iLBC, Speex 

 
Translation between formats is now possible in real-time 
§  Advances in technology make it possible to transcode between 

formats with low latency and low cost 

 
100% call completion success requires seamless transcoding 
§  Two video endpoints are never going to be perfectly matched in 

terms of capabilities 

Blue Jeans has built a massively scalable globally distributed 
architecture to do low cost low latency transcoding 



Security Interoperability 

Encryption is a MUST HAVE for business video 
§  SIP and XMPP signaling based systems use SRTP 
§  H.323 systems use H.235 

§  Proprietary systems such as Skype use AES 
 
Firewall/NAT traversal in soft-clients use smart techniques 
§  Standards such as ICE, STUN, TURN 
§  Tunneling through HTTPS/443 when all else fails 

 
Firewall/NAT traversal for H/W video systems 
§  ALGs (Application Level Gateways) in Firewalls, SBCs (Session Border 

Controller) or NAT traversal boxes 



Types of Addressing Used in Video Systems 

Phone numbers 
+1 800 555 1212 

§  aka E.164 or ENUM 

§  Mostly used within companies 
§  Public ENUM registries slow to take off 

§  Proprietary schemes used by FaceTime, 
Tango, etc. 

 
IP addresses  
199.5.67.43 
•  Too techy and intimidating 

Be my buddy! 
§  Facebook, Skype, Google+/Hangouts, 

Corporate IM 

§  Need an IM system to invite, accept, launch 
calls 

§  Intrusion of privacy with presence info 
 
 
Email address-style URI  
user@domain.com 

§  Useful on PC, mobile devices 

§  Not usable with remote controls  or dial pads 
in room systems 

 
 

 



Addressing Interoperability 

Converge on email addresses, with optional phone number 
§  Everyone understands it 
§  Optional: phone number aliasing 

Open “Federation” 
§  DNS and certificate based communication between service 

providers and companies 
§  IM (Jabber/XMPP) has shown it can work 

Everyone must participate 
§  OVCC (Open Visual Comm Consortium) does not have key desktop 

and mobile client vendors/service providers 

Blue Jeans side-stepped the addressing issue by 
Working with everyone’s native addressing scheme 



UI “Interoperability” 

User familiarity is key to success! 
 
How do I dial from this #@$^ remote? 
 
Touchpanels, tablets and smartphone 
interfaces to the rescue 
 
Differences in software clients interfaces 
 
Fixing universal addressing will go a long 
towards user familiarity 



Where We All Just Get Along 



Coexist with Blue Jeans! 

Come to our booth #N1923 for your own Coexist t-shirt! 
 



www.bluejeans.com	  


